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Ring melts with fixed and free curvature.(A) Average number of rings and
corner turns (curvature) of space-filling rings assembled in cuboids of size N.
Data points are averages over 104 states or more. (B) Probability distribution,
with smoothed contour lines, computed from >3 × 105 states minimizing ℋN on
a 5 × 5 × 4 cuboid (N = 100). The marginal curvature distribution (top graph)
has SD σcorners = 4.3. We addressed rare states, from 3 to >10σs from the average
(yellow), by minimizing ℋN + ℋcurvature, typically collecting 104 states at given 
ncorners (blue bands). Green data points and spline show the average number of
rings computed using states without (with) fixed curvature close to (far from) the
modal value. Credit: Science Advances (2023). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adi0204
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The advent of quantum computing is opening previously unimaginable
perspectives for solving problems deemed beyond the reach of
conventional computers, from cryptography and pharmacology to the
physical and chemical properties of molecules and materials. However,
the computational capabilities of present-day quantum computers are
still relatively limited.

A newly published study in Science Advances fosters an unexpected
alliance between the methods used in quantum and traditional
computing. The research team, formed by Cristian Micheletti and
Francesco Slongo of SISSA in Trieste, Philipp Hauke of the University
of Trento, and Pietro Faccioli of the University of Milano-Bicocca, used
a mathematical approach called QUBO (from "Quadratic Unconstraint
Binary Optimization") that is ideally suited for specific quantum
computers, called "quantum annealers."

The study harnessed the QUBO approach to simulate in a radically new
way dense polymer mixtures, which are complex physical systems
central to biology and material science.

The result? A major boost in computational performance was obtained
with the quantum computers compared to traditional techniques, thus
providing a significant example of the vast potential of these emerging
technologies.

Remarkably, the QUBO approach proved particularly effective even
when adopted on conventional computers, enabling researchers to
discover surprising properties of the simulated polymer mixtures. The
implications can be far-reaching given that the approach used in the
study is naturally suited to be transferred to many other molecular
systems.

A new perspective inspired by quantum computing
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"Simulation techniques known as 'Monte Carlo' have long been among
the most powerful, elegant, and versatile methods for studying complex
systems, such as synthetic polymers or biological ones, such as DNA,"
explains Cristian Micheletti, who coordinated the study.

"However, the efficiency of these methods drops as the system density
and size increase. For this reason, studying realistic systems, such as the
organization of chromosomes in the cell nucleus, requires huge
investments of computational resources."

Francesco Slongo, SISSA doctoral student and first author of the study,
continues, "Quantum computers promise major boosts of computational
performance, albeit with the inevitable limitations of novel technologies.
And this is where the new simulation strategy comes in, which is ideally
suited to today's pioneering quantum computers, and yet can be
successfully transferred even to traditional computers."

As Philipp Hauke and Pietro Faccioli note, "Currently, there already
exist quantum machines dedicated to solving QUBO, and they can be
highly effective. We reformulated conventional polymer models in the
QUBO framework to optimally exploit such machines. Surprisingly, the
QUBO reformulation also proved advantageous on traditional
computers, allowing faster simulation of dense polymers than with
established methods. Thanks to this, we established previously unknown
properties for these systems, all using standard computers."

It has happened before that physical models created to take full
advantage of innovative computing technologies have become so
successful to be eventually transferred to different areas. The best-
known case is that of lattice-based fluid models designed for 1990s
supercomputers but now widely used for many other systems and types
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of computers.

The study in Science Advances provides a further example,
demonstrating how methodologies inspired by quantum computing can
pave the way for exploring new materials and understanding the
workings of molecular systems of biological interest.

  More information: Francesco Slongo et al, Quantum-inspired
encoding enhances stochastic sampling of soft matter systems, Science
Advances (2023). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adi0204
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